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• A study by the Center for Food Integrity (CFI) found that only 33% of survey respondents are confident in the 
safety of the food they consume.

• Another study promoted by EIT Food, called EIT Food TrustTracker, showed thar 67% of consumers trust in 
Farmers, that 53% of consumers trust retailers and less than half of consumers trust food manufactures and 
government authorities. 

• The consumer plays an important rule when it comes to improve the supply chain, however, the acknowledge 
of their value is still rarely mentioned. 

• In order to make more rational and sustainable decisions, is necessary to understand the global food supply 
systems responsible for delivering safe, nutritious, high-quality, sustainable food to everyone's plate.

Context



• Is my food safe? Is my food nutritious? Is my food sustainable? In order to help consumers with the possible answers 
to all these questions, EIT Food has developed a free short online course on nutrition targeting anyone interested in 
learning about where their food comes from.

• The course: “Trust in Our Food: Understanding Food Supply Systems” it is composed of 12 hours of learning broken 
down in 4 modules.

• On this course, learners will look at:
• The regulations in place to ensure the food they buy is safe to eat whether it’s produced within Europe or further afield.

• Food scandals that shaped the legislation.

• Food labels and what they can tell about the processes involved in making products.

• What producers must provide before they can make claims about their products.

• How to analyse food headlines so they can make informed choices.

• How to take action to make a difference through consumer choice.

Solution



• Our mission is to help everyone understand how food systems work and where their food comes from. Consumers 
must have trust in how food is produced, processed, distributed, sold, and controlled if we, as EIT Food, are here to 
enhance the health and sustainability of European food. 

• Allow consumers to go deep into the topic of trust, offering tips on how to take personal actions to feel confident in 
the food they're buying.

Ambition



• This course has been designed by teachers and researchers for anyone interested in learning about where their food 
comes from. The content is offered by experts from University of Reading, University of Turin and the The European 
Food Information Council (EUFIC).

High level contributors



• Free learning opportunity

• Course available 24/7 to fit with busy lifestyle

• Content accessible on any connected device

• Short lesson in a variety of formats: video, text, quizzes, etc

• Conversational learning: Learners are encourage to reflect and join discussions

• Additional content added to each steps to further explore the topic

A modern approach to learning



Trailer video
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Course Syllabus

Week 1: Food systems
Welcome

Consumer and trust

Food supply systems

Review & reflect

Week 2: Food safety
Welcome

What is food safety?

Food scandals

Review & reflect

Week 3: Nutrition and Quality
Welcome

What is nutritional value?

Who to listen to?

Review & reflect

Week 4: Sustainability
Welcome

What is sustainability?

The framework

Review & reflect
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IMPROVING FOOD TOGETHER

OUR ONLINE COURSE THEMES
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IMPROVING FOOD TOGETHER

ACTION PLA
• Course available from / to:

• 04/04/2022

• 01/01/2023

• Link:  
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/
food-supply-systems

• Press release

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/nutrition-for-health
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/food-supply-systems
https://www.eitfood.eu/news/post/eit-food-launches-free-online-nutrition-course-for-medical-professionals






Thank you!

Follow us on:

https://www.facebook.com/eitfoodeducation
https://www.eitfood.eu/education
https://www.instagram.com/food.unfolded/?_ga=2.213997015.1931329109.1633000574-1373578452.1617790191
https://twitter.com/EITFood?_ga=2.218193369.1931329109.1633000574-1373578452.1617790191
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/eit-food-professional-education/
https://www.foodunfolded.com/?_ga=2.218193369.1931329109.1633000574-1373578452.1617790191

